Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) offers unrivalled resolution in studies of celestial radio sources. The subjects of interest of the current IAU Symposium, the Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) of all types, constitute the major observing sample of modern VLBI networks. At present, the largest in the world in terms of the number of telescopes and geographical coverage is the European VLBI Network (EVN), which operates under the"open sky" policy via peer-reviewed observing proposals. Recent EVN observations cover a broad range of science themes from high-sensitivity monitoring of structural changes in inner AGN areas to observations of tidal eruptions in AGN cores and investigation of redshift-dependent properties of parsec-scale radio structures of AGN. All the topics above should be considered as potentially rewarding scientific activities of the prospective African VLBI Network (AVN), a natural "scientific ally of EVN. This contribution briefly describes the status and near-term strategy for the AVN development as a southern extension of the EVN-AVN alliance and as an eventual bridge to the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) with its midfrequency core in South Africa.
Introduction
High angular resolution studies of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) constitute a sizeable fraction of the science topics of the current IAU Symposium No. 356. In radio domain, these studies are conducted by using Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) systems spread over the entire surface of Earth and extended to Space. The 'imaging angular resolution of VLBI reaches record high values of tens of microarcseconds as demonstrated recently in the ground-based observations of the Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) at 1.5 mm (EHT 2019) and in the Space VLBI observations by the RadioAstron mission at 1.3 cm (Bruni et al. 2019, and references therein) . The geometry of a VLBI system is one of its key characteristics: in addition to the size (which does matter in interferometry), a distribution of interferometric elements defines the quality of images obtained by such a system.
For almost the entire history of VLBI studies which began in 1967 (Moran 1998) , the African continent was present in the VLBI world only by the Hartebeesthoek Observatory in South Africa (Gaylard & Nicolson 2007) . This single VLBI station on the entire continent provided an important baseline extension for the European and global VLBI Networks (EVN) †, the Australian Long Baseline Array (LBA) ‡ and other networks requiring a VLBI station in the Southern hemisphere. However, the large "telescope-free" area between Hartebeesthoek and Eurasia was always seen as a potentially attractive region for placing VLBI in the interests of various science tasks.
A new momentum for VLBI in Africa came on the wave of the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) developments. The SKA, with its mid-frequency core in South Africa, has VLBI as one of its science-driven operational modes (Paragi et al. 2015) . A natural synergy between developing the SKA as such and its partner observatories throughout the continent was realised at the first African SKA Partnership meeting at the Hartebeesthoek Observatory in 2003. Over the following years, three major components of the pan-African cooperation were formulated: development of the African VLBI Network (AVN), human capital development in areas related to radio astronomy, and the SKA governance. These components got a strong political support in the Pretoria Resolutions of 2014 and Memorandum of Understanding and Joint Development Plan of 2017.
The African VLBI Network
A typical 30m class VLBI radio telescope has a great deal of common technical features with a generic space communication antenna. Not surprisingly, many modern VLBI telescopes were designed or even built originally as Earth-Space communication facili- In the first decade of the 21st century, the global communication infrastructure has shifted its main data transport to fibre-optical cables. This shift released from active duty many satellite communication antennas. A census of such facilities defined about a dozen of decommissioned or nearly-decommissioned 30-m-class antennas distributed over the African continent. Fig. 1 presents the expected geographical distribution of the prospective AVN telescopes. The deployment of AVN is seen as a two-stage process, with the first wave of telescopes, led by the radio astronomy cluster in South Africa and 32-m antennas in Ghana, Kenya, Madagascar, Mauritius, Namibia and Zambia. These telescopes will be followed by antennas in Egypt, Ethiopia. Morocco, Nigeria and Senegal.
The geometry of an interferometer is one of its main characteristics. Ideally, the geometry should be optimised using complex criteria describing the quality of reconstructed images under various limitations and boundary conditions. Such the optimisation was exercised, e.g., for the dedicated VLBI network -the Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA, Napier et al. 1994 ) and the SKA (Lal et al. 2010, and references therein) . Due to the ad hoc approach to the formation of the AVN, such the optimisation is obviously impossible -antennas' locations should be taken as a given. Nevertheless, an analysis of the AVN configuration is a necessary component of the overall project as it allows us to evaluate the observational capability of the network. For an interferometric array, the most straightforward representation of its observational potential is given by the 2D distribution of sampling of the spectra of spatial frequencies, the so-called uv-coverage. 
Kuntunse radio telescope, Ghana
The Ghana Radio Astronomy Observatory in Kuntunse (also spelled sometimes as Kutunse or Nkuntunse), located about 25 km north-west of the capital city of Accra, is the first AVN observatory undergoing extensive refurbishment of its instrumentation (Asabere et al. 2015) . Its 32m antenna (Fig. 3, left panel) operated as a telecommunication facility between 1981 and 2008. In 2011, the antenna's ownership was transferred to the newly established Ghana Space Science and Technology Institute (GSSTI). In collaboration with the SKA-SA, now known as the South African Radio Astronomy Observatory (SARAO) and EVN institutes, the GSSTI staff prepared the facility for the first test VLBI observations in 2017. The test observation was conducted with the C-band (3.8 -6.4 GHz) communication receiver. Fig. 3 (right panel) presents the clear VLBI fringes obtained at JIVE on baselines between Kuntunse and several telescopes in Europe and South Africa.
Educational potential of AVN
The radio astronomy infrastructure in Africa and in particular AVN-related activities serve as an efficient setting for educational and public outreach activities on the continent. A number of joint schools (e.g., a school in Kuntunse, May 2018, Fig, 4 ) workshops and exchange visits conducted in the past several years assist in building up the professional radio astronomy community around the prospective AVN observatories. Hopefully, at the successive symposium in Addis Ababa of 2024, young researchers from African institutes will presets studies conducted with the African VLBI Network. 
